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manage the scum of your community by controlling how they behave. is the influence of the mayor's best friend, the chief of police, too much? do you
care about your sim's lack of talents in public speaking? now you can direct your sim's destiny in town! requires the sims 3 to play build a chic new

library, create an exclusive, high-tech gym, design a fun playground, or make chores a pleasure with a fresh new laundry room. the sims 3 town life stuff
not only gives you loads of new inspired design to use at home, but includes new community places, like scrumptious nibbles caf, for your sims to visit
too! the sims 3: town life stuff is an add-on content pack designed exclusively for use with the sims 3 for pc and mac computer gaming platforms. it is
the fourth stuff pack release for the sims 3, and features a wide variety of ways to extend your the sims 3 gameplay experience including: spectacular

ready-to-go venues and community lots, fit and fresh gym and laundry equipment, new library accessories, new outfits, hairstyles and more. with
exciting content never seen before in a stuff pack, the sims 3 town life stuff* introduces new venues to give your sims' entire town a makeover -

complete with objects just as perfect for their homes. build a chic new library, create an exclusive, high-tech gym, design a fun playground, or make
chores a pleasure with a fresh new laundry room. the sims 3 town life stuff not only gives you loads of new inspired design to use at home, but includes

new community places, like scrumptious nibbles cfe, for your sims to visit too.
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internet connection, online authentication, acceptance of end user license agreement, and latest the sims 3 patch update
required to play the sims 3 digital download product. access to online services including simpoints and downloads requires

an internet connection, ea account and game registration with the provided one-time use serial code. registration is
limited to one ea account per serial code and is non-transferable. ea online privacy policy and terms of service can be
found at the sims 3 master suite stuff also includes all the objects that were available in vacation, but with improved

visuals and a new soundtrack. the objects that are included in this pack are the toothbrush, toothpaste, and mouthwash
from ambitions, the brand-new pet bed from world adventures, the brand-new bed from vacation, and the new pet bed
from world adventures. the bed is able to be used as a nightstand. the bed can be placed in the master bedroom, the

children's bedrooms, or the guest bedrooms. the sims 3: town life stuff is released on july 26, 2011 by electronic arts and
it is available for windows and mac os x operating system. the sims 3: town life stuff is part of the sims 3: the fourth stuff.
the sims 3: the fourth stuff is available for windows and mac os x operating system. the sims 3: town life stuff is the fourth

stuff pack for the sims 3. it was announced on june 16, 2011, and was released on july 26, 2011. [6] tls includes new
venues and community lots such as playgrounds, libraries, and laundromats. the pack also includes an assortment of new

items and clothing. there are 25 new clothing items in total with 12 items for female adults (5 tops, 2 hair styles and 5
outfits), 6 items for male adults (a pair of pants, a hair style and 4 tops), 4 items for female children (top, hairstyle, pair of

pants and an outfit) and 3 items for male children (a top, a hair style and a pair of pants). 5ec8ef588b
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